
Features
 JBL Signature Sound
 10 Hours battery life | 2 Hours 

recharging time with speed charge
 Ambient Aware and TalkThru Technology
 Get help from your Voice Assistant
 Bluetooth technology 
 Multi-point connection
 Hands-free calls
 All-day comfort neckband
 My JBL Headphones App
 Magnetic buds and premium aluminum 

housing

Live life amplified.
Make the most out of every moment and keep in touch with your world in style with the 
JBL LIVE 220BT. Delivering JBL Signature Sound, wireless connectivity with easy access to 
the Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa, the JBL LIVE 220BT enables seamless integration 
to every part of your world. Playing your favorite playlist or text a friend without glancing 
at your phone is made easy. And if you want to still hear what’s happening around you 
or talk to your friends with your headphones on, just activate the Ambient Aware and the 
TalkThru technologies. If after 10 hours of duty the battery goes flat you can recharge the  
JBL LIVE 220BT for just 15 minutes to gain an extra hour. The flexible neckband sits 
comfortably behind your neck and allows you to fold the headphones to fit easily in a pocket 
once you’re done. Crafted with premium materials in a wide range of colors, the JBL LIVE 
220BT headphones keep you connected hands-free thanks to the 4-button remote with 
microphone. The multi-point connection seamlessly switches between a video and a call 
from two separate devices, allowing you to control your calls and never miss a beat. Once 
not using them, you can conveniently wear the headphones around your neck, thanks to 
the magnetic buds.

Wireless in-ear neckband headphones
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Wireless in-ear neckband headphones

What’s in the box:
1 x LIVE 220BT

3 x Sizes of ear tips

1 x Charging Cable

1 x Warranty / Warning (W / !)

1 x QSG / Safety Sheet (S / i) 

Technical specifications:
		Driver Size: 8mm Dynamic Driver

		Frequency Response: 20Hz – 20kHz

		Sensitivity: 104dB SPL@1kHz/1mW

		Maximum SPL: 96dB 

		Microphone sensitivity: –40dBV@1kHz/Pa

		Impedance: 31 ohm 

		Bluetooth transmitted power: <8 dBm

		Bluetooth transmitted modulation: GFSK,  
π/4 DQPSK, 8DPSK

		Bluetooth frequency: 2.402GHz – 2.48GHz 

		Bluetooth profile version: A2DP v1.3,  
AVRCP v1.5, HFP v1.6

		Bluetooth version: 4.2

		Battery type: Polymer Li-ion Battery 
(220mAh/3.7V)

		Power supply: 5V, 1A 

		Charging time: <2 hrs from empty

		Music playtime with BT on: up to 10 hrs

		Weight: 31g

Features and Benefits 
JBL Signature Sound
The legendary JBL Signature Sound as found at concerts, in the studio and in the home is now 
available in a headphone.

10 Hours battery life | 2 Hours recharging time with speed charge
Enjoy long-lasting fun and fast recharging thanks to best in class 10 hours of play time and  
2 hour charge. A 15-minute recharge provide an extra hour of battery.

Ambient Aware and TalkThru Technology
Don’t let the music stop! Stay in touch with your surroundings while listening to your tunes.  
A touch of the Ambient Aware dedicated button increases the ambient sound and lets you hear 
what’s happening around you. The TalkThru mode drops the music level down, allowing you to 
talk to your friends without removing your headphones.

Get help from your Voice Assistant
Play your favorite playlist, text your friend, check the weather and much more by simply 
activating Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa with a dedicated button. Use the all-new JBL App 
to easily access the two virtual assistants and set your preferred one.

Bluetooth technology 
Stream wirelessly from Bluetooth enabled smartphones, tablets and televisions.

Multi-point connection
Effortlessly switch from listening to music on your portable device to a call from your phone,  
so that you never miss a call.

Hands-free calls
Easily control music, volume, phone calls and voice assistants with the easily accessible remote. 

All-day comfort neckband
Designed to flow naturally with the contours of your head and neck, the headphones rest 
securely and comfortably even throughout the longest playlists and then allow you to fold the 
headphones in your pocket.

My JBL Headphones App
Personalize your listening experience by tweaking the JBL LIVE 220BT sound preferences via 
the free My JBL Headphones App.

Magnetic buds and premium aluminum housing
Magnetic ear buds ensure tangle-free convenience while the headphones are not in use. 
Premium materials make the headphones look as good as they sound. 


